Abstract. Various parametrization theorems are proved. In particular the following is shown: Let B be a Borel subset of / X / (where / = [0,1]) with uncountable vertical sections. Let 2 UN be the discrete (topological) union of 2, the space of irrationals, and N, the set of natural numbers with discrete topology. Then there is a map /: / X (2 U N) -* F measurable with respect to the product of the analytic a-field on / (that is, the smallest a-field on / containing the analytic sets) and the Borel o-field on 2 U N such that/(f, ■): 2 U N -* / is a one-one continuous map of 2 U TV onto [x: (t, x) G B) for each t G T. This answers a question of Cenzer and Mauldin. 0. Introduction. Let (T, <31t) be a measurable space and X a Polish space. Suppose B E 9H ® %x, where 9>x is the Borel a-field of X, such that each vertical section of B is uncountable. In this article we consider the following kind of "parametrization" problem: Find a map /: T X Y -» X, where 7 = 2, the space of irrationals, or Y = 2 U N, the discrete (topological) union of 2 and N, the set of natural numbers with discrete topology, such that/(i, •) is a one-one continuous function on Y onto B' and/has suitable measurability properties. We then call/a one-one Carathéodory map and Y the parametrizing space. Several authors have considered this kind of problem and an extensive bibliography is to be found in Wagner [14] .
each t. Cenzer and Mauldin [3] obtained a more "descriptive" result when they showed, without any use of metamathematical methods, that there is an S(I X /)-measurable map/with the above property (where S(X) denotes the class of C-sets in X). However, a well-known result of von Neumann and Yankov states that such a B always has a "$($(/))-measurable selector, where <$>(&(I)) is the smallest a-field on / containing all the analytic sets. Cenzer and Mauldin therefore asked whether B can be so parametrized that each of the selectors for B induced by the map / is ®(6E(/))-measurable. We show that this is indeed possible. In fact we obtain a one-one Carathéodory map / which is ®(6E(/)) ® %,-measurable. It should be pointed out, however, that in [3] Cenzer and Mauldin had also proved that given an analytic set A E I X I there is a %((£(I X /))-measurable map /: I X C -> I such that for each t E I, f(t, •) is a homeomorphism of C into B'. Our methods are then used to improve results of Ioffe [4] and Bourgain [2] . Their result is the following. Let (7, (31L, p) be a complete measure space, p being a a-fini te measure. Then any B E 911 ® CS>X with uncountable vertical sections is induced by a one-one, 91L ® ®2w ^-measurable Carathéodory map /: 7X(2 U N) -> X. We establish an abstract version of our theorem and conclude that the result of Ioffe and Bourgain holds when "311 is any a-field closed under operation (($,).
In §4, the concluding section, we show that if B is assumed to have condensed vertical sections, then in some of our results the parametrizing space 2 U N can be replaced by 2. These correspond to uniform versions of the fact that a set is condensed Borel if and only if it is a one-one continuous image of 2.
The author is grateful to Professor Ashok Maitra for the many helpful discussions he had with him.
1. Definitions and notation. We denote by N the set of all natural numbers and Seq will denote the set of all finite sequences of natural numbers, including the empty sequence e. For k E N, Sk will be the set of all elements of Seq of length k. For s E Seq, | 5 | will denote the length of s and if t < \ s | is a natural number, s¡ will denote the (/' + l)st coordinate of s. Thus, for s E Sk, we write s = (s0, sx,... ,sk_,) or s = (s0, sx,... ,sk_x). We use l(s) to denote the last coordinate of s. For i <\s |, sf i denotes (s0, sx,...,s¡_x) and for j, t E Seq, we use st to denote the catenation of í and t. If « G A', sn denotes the catenation of s and («). For s, t E Seq, we write s < t if t extends ä. We put 2 = NN. Endowed with the product of discrete topologies on N, 2 becomes a homeomorph of the space of irrationals. For a G 2 and i G N, a, will denote the /th coordinate of a and o\ i will denote the finite sequence (a0, a,,... ,a,_,); here if /' = 0, of i will just be the empty sequence. If s E S then the set {a G 2: a, = s¡ for /' <| s |} will be denoted by 2(i). Finally, 2 U N denotes the discrete (topological) union of 2 and N, N being given the discrete topology.
Let T and X be nonempty sets and &E^>(T), the power set of T. A multifunction F: T -> X is a function whose domain is 7 and whose values are subsets of X. If nothing explicit is stated the values of F will be nonempty. For E E X, we denote by F~X(E) the set {/ G T: F(t) D E ¥= 0 }. By Gr(F) we mean the set {(t, x) E T X X:
x E F(t)}, and call it the graph off. A function/: T -» X is called a selector for F if License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use f(t) E F(t), t E T. If 6B and $ are a-fields on T and X, respectively, then 31 <8> 93 will denote the product a-field on T X X. If 9 is a family of subsets of T, o(9) will denote the smallest a-field containing 9. Now suppose 7 is a nonempty set and & E ^(T By <$>x we will mean the Borel a-field of X. Now let X be Pohsh. Then %(&(X))
denotes the analytic a-field on X, that is, the smallest a-field on X containing the analytic subsets of X. If Y C X, %(&(Y)) denotes the trace of <$>(<3,(X)) on Y. Now suppose 911 is a countably generated a-field on T generated by [Mn}nS,x. By the characteristic function of the sequence {Mn} we mean the function/: T -» [0, 1] given by 00 ~.
/(')= 2 ^i"lt), M= 1 where IMn is the indicator function of the set Mn. Let S = f(T). Then, as is well known, / is a bimeasurable function (that is, a measurable function that carries measurable sets to measurable sets) between 9H and 9>s.
For E E X, cl(E) will denote the closure of E and 8(E) the diameter of E.
For terminology not defined we refer the reader to Kuratowski [6] .
2. Homeomorphic Carathéodory representations for Gs-valued multifunctions. In this section we will obtain homeomorphic Carathéodory representations for certain types of measurable Gs-valued multifunctions taking values in a zero-dimensional space. A typical result proved is a uniform version of Mazurkiewicz's theorem that a dense Gs-subset of a zero-dimensional space whose complement is also dense is a homeomorph of the space of irrationals (see [6] ). Our method is to carry out the proof for the "single-section" case uniformly.
For the rest of this section T and X will be Polish spaces, X being, moreover, zero-dimensional. We fix a countably generated sub-o-field â of the Borel o-field on T, ®T. We also fix an ^measurable Gs-valued multifunction F: T -» X. The graph of F will be denoted by G, and we will assume that G E 6B ® 9>x. Apart from the assumption on the dimension of X, this is the set-up in Srivastava [12] where the basic selection theorem for Gs-valued multifunctions has been proved.
We begin by stating three well-known lemmas. The first two are proved in [12] and the third is a result of Blackwell [1] .
Lemma 2.1. Let T, X be Polish spaces and let âbe a countably generated sub-a-field of$>T. Suppose B E & ® %x and B' is a Gs in X for each t ET. Then there exist sets BnE&®%x such that BnD Bn+X, B'n is open in X for each t E T and n > 1 and Lemma 2.2. Let (T,â) and (X,9>) be measurable spaces. Let & be atomic and B E & ® <&. Then B' = B'' holds for t and t' belonging to the same atom of &. Lemma 2.3. Let T be Polish and S, a countably generated sub-a-field of %T. Then A E & iff A E %T and A is a union of atoms ofâ.
Invoking Lemma 2.1 we write G = D n3,0G" where G" D Gn+X, G" E &^><S>X, and G'" is open for each « > 0, t G T. Also {r0, rx,...} will be a fixed dense subset of X, d a fixed metric for X, and {V(n)}n>0 a fixed nonempty clopen base for X. Denote the projection function on 7 X X to T by trT. We will now prove several lemmas. T-» w for each « > 0 such that:
Proof. Let Tn = {« G T: G'n is not closed}, « > 0. By Lemma 2.4 each T" E &. As G' -^ n^0G'n and G' is not closed for each t E T, we see that for each t there is « G <o such that G'n is not closed. Thus U ns0 Tn -T. Disjointify the 7"'s: set S¿ = 70, s; = 7" -U/<B7>>l.Then Us;=Ur" = r, s'n c t", s:e&, n»0 n*0 and the S^'s are pairwise disjoint. Let C = U n>0((S'" X X) D G"). C E &® %x, G E C E G0, and C has open, nonclosed vertical sections.
Define, for « > 0, R"= [t E T: V(n) EC'} if8(V(n))<e, = 0 otherwise. Notice that if 8(V(n)) < e, then Rn is the complement of the projection of a Borel subset of 7 X A" with compact vertical sections. It follows that Rn E %T. Moreover, R" is a union of (2-atoms. It follows from Lemma 2.3 that Rn E &. Now define, by induction on n: p(t, 0) = m if m is the first natural number / such that t E R¡. p(t, n + 1) = m if m is the first natural number / > p(t, n) such that V(l) -U <<B V(p(t, i)) ¥= 0 and t E R,.
Observe that as C is not closed for every t, the p(t, «)'s are well defined on the whole of T. For, if not, there would be t and n such that U mSn V(p(t, m)) = C, which is impossible as the F(n)'s are clopen sets. One easily checks that thep(i, «)'s are immeasurable functions such that U n>0 V(p(t, «)) = C. They, therefore, satisfy the conditions in the lemma. (i)8(V(p(t,n)))<e,tET,n>0.
(
Proof. Apply Lemma 2.5 to get maps q'0(t, n), n > 0, such that 8(V(q'0(t, «))) < e for t E T, « > 0;
As G is the graph of an 6P-measurable multifunction and the functions q'0(t, n) arê measurable, it follows that 7" G â for n > 0. For the purposes of this proof we will make a temporary definition by putting F(oo) = 0. Define, by induction on n, functions q0(t, n) as follows: Put q0(t, 0) -q'0(t, k), where & is the first integer / such that t E T,; q0(t, « + 1) = q'0(t, k), if k is the (« + 2)th integer / such that t E T¡, if there is one such; = 00 otherwise. Then q0(t,n), nX), are fi-measurable extended natural number-valued maps.
Moreover, G'C U V(q0(t,n))EG'0.
For each k > 0, apply the above argument to T, X, G, {G", « s* k). Then, for each k 3= 0, we will obtain (immeasurable extended natural number-valued maps qk(t, «), « > 0, with the following properties:
(a) 8(V(qk(t, »))) < e for / G T, n > 0.
Define CkETX Xby (t,x)ECk~xE U V(qk(t,n)). Then C G 6E ® %x, G E C E G0 and C has open, nonclosed sections. For t E Rk, C = C'k. As C is not closed, C'k -U n5ä0 V(qk(t, n)) is not closed. Since the F(«)'s are from a clopen base, it follows that on Rk, qk(t, n) < oo for every « s* 0. To complete the proof we now need only put p(t, n) = qk(t, n) if t E Rk.
Lemma 2.7. Let T and X be as in Lemma 2.4. Assume that for each clopen V in X such that G' n V ¥^ 0,we have G' C\ Vis not closed. Then there is a system {p(t, s): s E Seq} of (^-measurable maps on T into u such that:
Proof. We will define such a system by induction on | 5 |. Put p(t,e) = least « such that V(n) = X (we assume here for convenience that X is in {V(n)}n>0). For | s | = 1, we obtain maps p(t, n) as in Lemma 2.6 with e = 1. Suppose p(t, s) has been defined for 5 G Sk. Fix 5 G Sk. We have to define p(t, sn) for « > 0. Let
By induction hypothesis, all the maps specified within brackets above are im- 
playing the role of G,
playing the role of G0, and e = l/(k + 1). One obtains (2-measurable maps qd(t, n) defined on T(d) satisfying the conditions specified in Lemma 2.6 specialized to the above set-up. If now one definesp(t, sn) by
it is easy to verify that all the conclusions of the lemma are satisfied.
We will now drop the assumption on the compactness of X assumed since Lemma 2.4.
Lemma 2.8. Let all the assumptions of Lemma 2.7 be in force except the one on the compactness of X. Then there is a Carathéodory map f: 7 X 2 -> X such that:
(ii)/(-, a) is an (^measurable selector for F, a E 2.
Proof. By taking a zero-dimensional compactification of X we see that we may assume X to be compact without loss of generality. Let {p(t, s): s E Seq} be then the maps obtained from Lemma 2.7. The result easily follows by defining f(t, a) to be the unique element of D nS>] V(p(t, a\ «)). This definition is legitimate and condition (i) is easily seen to be true. Condition (ii) is established by the identity
for each open U in X. As p(t, o[ n) is ^measurable, the right-hand side is an immeasurable condition.
We will now state the promised uniform version of the Mazurkiewicz theorem.
Theorem 2.1. Let T be Polish, X zero-dimensional and Polish, and & a countably generated sub-a-field of%T. Let F: T -» X be an Immeasurable Gg-valued multifunction with Gr(F) E&® < §>x. Assume further that far each t E T, d(F(t)) -F(t) is dense in cl(F(t)). Then there is a Carathéodory map f: 7 X 2 -> Xsatisfying:
i) For each t G T, f(t, ■ ) is a homeomorphism o/2 and F(t).
(ii) For each a E 2,/(-, a) is an Srmeasurable selector for F.
Proof. Observe that F(t) n U is not closed in each clopen set U for which F(t) fl U =£ 0. Lemma 2.8 now applies to yield the theorem. Theorem 2.2. Let T be a Polish space and X a zero-dimensional Polish space. Let & be a countably generated sub-a-field of the Borel a-field on T. Suppose F: T -> X is an (^measurable multifunction taking dense-in-itself G ¡¡-values. Assume further that Gr(F) E&®<$>x. Then there is a Carathéodory map f: 7X(2 U /V) -> A" such that (i) for each t E T, f(t, •) is a 1-1, continuous map of 2 U N onto F(t) such that f(t, ■) |2 is a homeomorphism.
(ii) For each a E 2, /( •, a) is an Immeasurable selector for F.
Proof. As F is an (î-measurable Gs-valued multifunction, by a theorem of Srivastava [12] it admits a sequence of disjoint immeasurable selectors, say fx(t), f2(t),... such that {f"(t)}n>x is dense in F(t) for t E T. (Observe that we can take the/'s to have disjoint graphs since each F(t) is infinite.) Define a new multifunction H: T -» A by
Clearly H(t) D U is not closed in any clopen set Í7 such that H(t) n U ¥= 0. Notice further that H also satisfies all the remaining conditions required of the multifunction F in Lemma 2.8. This lemma therefore applies to H yielding a suitable Carathéodory representation h(t, a) for H. Now put/(i, a) -h(t, a) if a G 2, and /(/, «) = fn(t) if « G N. This/satisfies the conclusions of the theorem.
An easy consequence of Theorem 2.2 is its validity in any Polish space X which becomes zero-dimensional on the removal of countably many points. In particular, Theorem 2.2 holds for multifunctions taking values in R. Thus we have Corollary 2.1. Let T be a Polish space and â a countably generated sub-a-field of the Borel a-field on T. Suppose F is an immeasurable multifunction on T -» R taking dense-in-itself Gs-values and such that, moreover, Gr(F) E (Í® %R. Then the conclusion of Theorem 2.2 holds. Remark 2.1. As the maps f(t, ■) in Theorem 2.2 are 1-1, continuous maps, they are, a fortiori, Borel isomorphisms. We have therefore obtained the "Borel parametrization" result of Srivastava and Sarbadhikari [10] for such multifunctions when they take values in (topologically) one-dimensional Polish spaces. However, our proof appears to be more "effective" as it does not go into the Schroder-Bernstein kind of argument employed there. Also, as observed by them, we cannot drop the hypothesis that F(t) is dense-in-itself for each t, as then F need not even admit a Borel parametrization.
Remark 2.2. Let A be an analytic space and X a 0-dimensional space. Suppose F: A -> X is a ^-measurable Gs-valued multifunction such that Gr(F) G tS>A <8> %x. Fix a Polish space 7and a continuous map/on Tonto,4. Put & -f~x(%A). Then 6B is a countably generated sub-a-field of %T. Define H: T -> X by H(t) = F(f(t)).
Then H is an immeasurable multifunction with Gr(F) G &® %x. One easily sees now that by assuming various conditions on the values of F, which clearly carry over to H, one can prove theorems for ©^-measurable multifunctions on an analytic space A, corresponding to all the theorems we have proved so far. The technique is analogous to the one employed in [12] .
3. One-one Carathéodory representations in a more general setting. In this section we will begin by using the methods developed in the previous section to answer a question posed by Cenzer and Mauldin. In their paper [3] , Cenzer and Mauldin have proved the following Theorem. Let W be a Borel subset of I X I such that for each x, Wx, the vertical section of Wat x, is uncountable. Then there is a map h: I X I into I so that (1) « is an S(I X I)-measurable map (here S(X) denotes the class of C-sets in X), (2) for each x, h(x, ■) is a Borel isomorphism of I onto Wx, However, as is well known, von Neumann [13] and Yankov [16] showed that a Borel subset of / X / has a ®(6B(/))-measurable selector, where <$((£(/)) is the a-field generated by the analytic subsets of /. Cenzer and Mauldin, therefore, asked whether it is possible to so "parametrize" W that the induced individual selectors are <S(6E(/))-measurable. In this section we strengthen the Cenzer-Mauldin theorem so that, on the one hand, the above is accomplished, and on the other, the Borel isomorphisms of Cenzer and Mauldin are replaced by one-one continuous maps. In proving it, we will follow some of the ideas of Ioffe [4] . Later in the section, we will use our methods to prove an abstract parametrization theorem that improves the Cenzer-Mauldin theorem in another direction.
We begin with a few lemmas. The first, which will play a key role in the sequel, employs the methods of the "effective" theory. All notation and results used from the effective theory are from Moschovakis [9] , and the reader may refer to it. Lemma 3.1. Let P Çw" X u>" be in A',(z)/o/-some z E w". Then there is a sequence {/", « 3= 0} of Tl\(z)-recursive partial functions defined on «" into w", such that whenever Px, the vertical section of P at x, is countable, (\/y)(P(x,y) ~(3n)(f"(x)l and f"(x) = y)).
Proof. Fix a nj(z)-recursive partial function d: w" X « -> u" which parametrizes points in A'|(z, x), x running through w".
Define a predicate Q E to" X to as follows:
Then Q is in n|(z). Define, for n > l,/": uu -> w by (f"(x)l and/"(x) = y) ~(Q(x, n) and y = d(x, n)).
It follows that the/"'s so defined are n|(z)-recursive partial functions. Now, as is well known, any countable A',(z, x) set contains only A',(z, x) points. Consequently, for any x, if P", a set in A',(z, x), is countable, we have (\/y)(P(x,y) ~(3n)(d(x, n)I and d(x, n) = y)).
The conclusion now follows.
Lemma 3.2. Let T, X be Polish spaces and A a subset of T. Suppose B is a Borel subset of T X X such that B' is countable for each t E A. Then there are countably many partial functions /,, f2,..., each defined on a set in %(â(T)) and measurable with respect to%((Z(T)), such that BH(AXX)=l Ü Gr(/") n (A X X).
Proof. Without loss of generality, T and X are uncountable and consequently Borel isomorphs of u". Thus we may assume B E ua X ua. As B is Borel, B is in A',(z) for some z. A straightforward application of Lemma 3.1 together with the facts that the domain of a nj(z)-recursive partial function is a set in nj(z) and that the inverse image of an open set under a n[(z)-recursive partial function is again a set in LT[ yields the lemma. (ii) for each t E T, k(t, ■) is a one-one, continuous map on 2 U N onto F(t), and (iii) for each t ET, the restriction of k(t, ■) toi, is a homeomorphism.
Proof. As F is a closed-valued measurable multifunction and 9!t is a a-field, by well-known theorems (see [14] ), there are countably many 91t-measurable selectors for F, say gx, g2,... such that for each / G T, {gx(t), g2(t),...} is dense in F(t). Moreover, as F(t) is perfect for each t E T, {gn(t)}n^x is a dense-in-itself sequence for every t E T.
We will now reduce the problem to a form to which the methods of §2 can readily be applied. To begin with notice that as each g" is 9R^measurable there is a countably generated sub-a-field 9lt0 of 91L such that each gn is measurable with respect to 9H0. Let {A/"}"s, be a generator for 9H0 and let m: T -> [0,1] be the characteristic function of the sequence {Mn}nlsX.
Put R = «2(7). The map m is then a bimeasurable map with respect to 91t0 and %R (that is, a measurable map that carries measurable sets to measurable sets). Thus, to each gn: T -» 2 there corresponds a iß^-measurable map «": R -* 2 such that g"(t) = hn(m(t)), t E T. Hence F(t) = cl(hx(m(t)), h2(m(t)),...) for / G 7. By (see 
Thus, RES.
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Define H: S -2 by H(s) = cl(h'x(s),h'2(s),...).
Then, as is easily checked, (i) H is a ©^-measurable multifunction; (ii) Gr(/7) G <SS ® <S2;
(iii) H(s) is perfect (and, therefore, a dense-in-itself Gs) for each s E S; and (iv) H(m(t)) = F(t) for each t E T.
Thus, as S is absolute Borel, Theorem 2.2 apphes to the multifunction H (this is, for example, ensured by Remark 2.2). We therefore obtain a %s ® %^tí^-measurable Carathéodory map /c0:S'X(2UA/)-*2 satisfying:
(a) k0(s, ■) is a one-one, continuous map on 2 U N onto H(s) for each s E S, and (b) k0(s, ■) restricted to 2 is a homeomorphism for each s E S.
Now define k: T X (2 U TV) ^ 2 by k(t,a) = k0(m(t),a).
As R E S, the map k is well defined on the whole of T. It is easily seen that this k satisfies the required conditions. We will now state the first theorem of this section.
Theorem 3.1. Let T, X be Polish spaces and W a Borel subset of TX X such that W' is uncountable for each t G 7. Then there is a map h: TX(1UN)^X satisfying (i) h is <3>(t3,(T)) ® %XtíN-measurabIe; (ii) h(t, •) is a one-one, continuous map on 2 U N onto W' for each t E T; and (iii) if h: T X (2 U N) -» T X X is the canonical map induced by h then « is (<&((£(T))<8><S2uiV, <$>(&(T)) ® %x)-measurable and h~l is (<$>(&(T)) ® <8>x\w, %(&(T)) ® %^^N)-measurable.
Proof. Following Cenzer and Mauldin [3] , we begin by reducing the problem to one of "parametrizing" a set in 7 X 2 with uncountable, closed sections. To see this notice that as IF is a Borel subset of the Polish space 7 X A", it is the image under a one-one, continuous map / of a closed subset C of 2. Denote by B the set {(/, a) E T X C: trT(f(a)) = t}. Then B is a Borel subset of 7 X 2 with uncountable, closed sections. Moreover, the function g: B -* IF defined by g(t, a) = f(a) is a Borel isomorphism of B onto IF, and <nx ° f maps B' onto IF' in a one-one continuous manner. It follows that it suffices to prove our theorem for such subsets B of 7 X 2. 
B-A= U (BH(SnXVn)).
Now, B D (7 X F") is a Borel set having countable sections on S^ and Lemma 3.2, therefore, shows that each B D (Sn X Vn) is a countable union of graphs of ®(6î (7))-measurable functions each defined on a set in <$(6E (7)) (note that each Sn being coanalytic is in %(&(T))). It follows that B -A is a countable union of graphs of such functions, say, gx, g2,_
If we now define a multifunction F: T -> 2 by
then F is a nonempty, perfect set-valued multifunction measurable with respect to
%(&(T)). Lemma 3.3 plainly applies to yield a map k: T X (2 U N) -> 2 such that (a) k is %(&(T)) ® <$2 y "-measurable; (b) for each t E T, k(t, ■)
is a one-one, continuous map on 2 U N onto A'; and (c) for each t E 7, the restriction of k(t, ■) to 2 is a homeomorphism. Put kn(t) = k(t, n) for n E N. Then each &" is a ®(6B (7))-measurable function on 7 into 2. Further, for each / G 7, {g"(0}"si u {^n(0}nsi is infinite (since {kn(t)}n>x is so). It follows that there exist ®(6E (7))-measurable functions/,: T -» 2 with disjoint graphs such that UGr(/") = ( UGr(gj)u( ÖGr(kn)). h(t,n)=f"(t) if« G TV.
Then, for each / G 7, h(t, •) is a map on 2 U A/ onto 5'. It is easily seen that « satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) specified in the theorem. The measurability of the map h specified in (iii) is an easy consequence of the measurability of h and the product structure of the a-field sitting on the range of «. As for the measurability of h~x specified in the theorem, a careful look at the construction of the map « shows that this will be established the moment we have shown Lemma 3.4. Let (T, 91L) be a measurable space and let X be Polish. Suppose f: T X 2 -» X is an 9IL ® © ^-measurable map such that for each t E T, f(t, ■) is a homeomorphism on 2 into X. Then the canonical mapf: T X 2 -» X induced by f satisfies ¡(M) E 91L ® %xfor each M E 91L ® <&2.
Proof. Plainly, it suffices to show that the range of /is in 9IL ® %x (for then the image of every basic rectangle would be so).
We Consider m, and («',). As x E V(k, mk) for every k 3= 1 and 8(V(k, mk)) < {-, it follows that there is a k > 1 such that V(k, mk) E V(l, mx). Therefore, f(t,-)-\v(k,mk))Ef(t,-)-\v(l,mx)).
It follows that 2(«, •••«£) D 2(«|) ^ 0, and consequently that (nx ■ ■ ■ nk) is an extension of (n\).
Applying the same argument to mk and (nx,.. .,nk) and so on, we see that there is a single sequence («,,w2,...)G2
and an increasing sequence (kxk2,...) of positive integers such that (i) for each l> I, («" n2,...,nk) = (n, ',..., nkk');
(ii) 0 ¥=f(t, -)-\V(k" mki)) E 2(«, • • • nki); and (iii) x E V(k¡, m¡).
Put y -f(t, («,, «2,-• •))• The continuity of the map f(t, •) now shows that y = x and, therefore, that (t, x) E Range of/. This proves the claim, thereby completing the proof of Lemma 3.3 and, consequently, of Theorem 3.1. Remark 3.1. As observed at the beginning of this section the von Neumann selection theorem is the best possible selection theorem for an arbitrary Borel set, in the sense that the analytic a-field is the smallest natural a-field with respect to which one can always get a measurable selection. We are not interested here in the descriptive nature of the graph of the selection. Our Theorem 3.1 therefore cannot be improved in the general setting in which it is stated. Mauldin [7] has obtained interesting necessary and sufficient conditions for a Borel set in the product to be Borel parametrizable. Our Theorem 3.1 together with this result of Mauldin, therefore, seems to be a complete solution to the problem of parametrizing Borel sets in the product of two Polish spaces.
We will now observe that our methods also yield a solution to another kind of parametrization problem that owes its motivation to the following theorem of Ioffe [4] and Bourgain [2] .
Theorem. Let (T, 911, p) be a complete measure space, p being a a-finite measure.
Let X be Polish, and suppose B is a subset of T X X which belongs to 911® "3^.
Assume that B has uncountable vertical sections. Then there is a Carathéodory map f: TX (2 U TV) -> Xsuch that (i)fis 911 ® <$>x-measurable, and
(ii) for each t E T, f(t, ■) is a 1-1, continuous map o/2 U N onto B'.
Ioffe raised the question whether the above holds when 9lt is any a-field closed under operation (($). This our methods easily accomplish as we shall see now. Indeed, we will prove the following abstract theorem which amounts to showing that Theorem 3.1 holds even when Fis an arbitrary subset of a Polish space.
If 91 is a a-field on a set 7, then ($(91) will denote the family of all subsets of 7 obtained as the result of operation (($) performed on a system of sets from 91. (ii) h(t, •) is a one-one, continuous map of 2, U N onto B' for each t G 7; and (iii) if h: T X (2 U N) -» 7 X X is the canonical map induced by h, then for each M G91c®$2WAr, Ä(M)e91L®®2WAr.
Proof. As the proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.1, we will only outline the proof. Notice that as B E 91 ® %x, there are countably many rectangles {Tn X ^«}n>i. with T" E 91 and V" open in X, such that B E a-field generated by {T" X ^}B>1. 4. One-one Carathéodory representations for sets with condensed sections. We will now improve some of our earlier results by showing that the dense-in-itself G8-valued multifunction F in Theorem 2.2 is induced by an ($ ® <éÔ2-measurable one-one Carathéodory map defined on 7 X 2 and also that if in Corollary 3.1 it is assumed that the set B has condensed sections, then B is induced by a one-one Carathéodory map defined on 7 X 2 with all the measurability properties specified in Corollary 3.1. These answer questions raised in [14] . We will follow some of the ideas in Sierpinski's proof that a condensed Borel set in R is a one-one continuous image of 2 [11] We begin with several lemmas. In what follows X denotes a fixed Polish space. Suppose T is an abstract set and 9H a a-field on T. Let «: 7 X 2 ^> A be a 911 ® ®2-measurable, one-one, Carathéodory map and s0: T -» X an 9H-measurable map such that (i) s0(0 € Range(«(/, •)) for t E T, and (ii) j0(/)£ cl(Range(«(/, •))) for t E T. Put C = {(/, x) E T X X: (3a E 2)(«(i, a) = x)} and B = C U Gr(s0). Finally, let d be a fixed metric on A". Proof. This is clear. Lemma 4.2. Suppose FÇ7X2, PG91L® <352, and P' is nonempty and open for each t G 7. Assume that for each open U Ç 2, {t E T: U E P'} E 911. Then there is a map q: T X 2 -» 2 such that (i) q is 91L ® 9>^-measurable, and
(ii) for each t E T, q(t, ■) is a homeomorphism on 2 onto P'.
Proof. Fix an enumeration w,, u2,... of Seq. Define T"= [t E 7:2(m") ç P'and 2(í) gp' for every s < u").
Then Tn E 911 (by our assumptions on 911). (l)/o(*> •) is a homeomorphism of 2 onto P' for t E S0; (2)/0 is 9H|So ® iß2-measurable. As any finite disjoint union of basic clopen sets 2(s) in 2 is a homeomorph of 2, for each n > 1, we can similarly construct maps /": S" X 2 -» 2 with the above properties. Piecing together these maps we obtain a map q with the required properties.
Remark 4.1. If in Lemma 4.2 we assume that each P' is clopen, then the condition {i: U C P'} G 911 holds if for 91L we take a countably generated sub-a-field of the Borel a-field on a Polish space. The conclusion of the lemma consequently holds in this situation. This will be used in the sequel.
Lemma 4.3. Suppose P E T X 2 is in 91L ® ®2 and has nonempty, open sections. Then P has an GM^measurable selector.
Proof. Fix a countable dense set {d"}n>x in 2. Put Tn = {t: (t, d") E P}. Then Tn E 91L, n > 1, and U BS>) Tn = T as each P' is open and nonempty . As 911 is a a-field there is a sequence Sn such that Sn E Tn, U B>1 Sn = U n>1 7", and the 5"n's are disjoint. Set/= d" on S",n> 1. Then/is a 9H-measurable selector for 7. As s0 and sn are 91L-measurable, it follows from Lemma 4.1 that P E 9H ® %x and P has open sections. Now put Q = {(t, a) G 7 X 2: h(t, a) E P'}. Then Q E 911® ÍBS. Also Q has open sections as h(t, ■) is continuous for each t E T, and, further, since s0(0 is a limit point of C for each t, Q' is nonempty for each t G 7. By Lemma 4.3 there is a measurable selector q: T -> X for (7 Put í"+,(0 = Mi, 9(0)-This has the required properties.
Lemma 4.5. Lei 7 be Polish (respectively an abstract set) and 911 a countably generated sub-a-field of ®r (respectively a a-field on T closed under operation (&)).
Suppose F Ç 7 X 2, P G 911 ® <S2, and P' is nonempty and open for each t E T.
Then there is Q E P such that Q G 911 ® ®2, and Q' is nonempty and clopen for each t ET.
Proof. We will prove the lemma in the case when 7 is Polish. The other case is even simpler. Put Ts = {t E 7: E(j) ç P'} for 5 G Seq. Then Ts is a coanalytic set and U jeSe Ts = 7. Further, Ts is a union of atoms of 911. By an invariant reduction principle (see [12] ), there exist sets Rs E 91L, s E Seq, such that Rs n Rs, = 0 for s * s', Rs C Ts and U i6Seq R, = U ieSeq 7S. Now define Q = U jeSeq Ä, X 2(0-This does the job. (iii) 2 -U n-,xU¿ is nonempty for each t E T; and (iv) d(h(t, ■)({/"'), J0(OH0 « « -00.
Proof. As C is induced by the map « easy arguments show that there is a set S0ETX X such that S0 E 911 ® ®x, S¿ is open, j0(0 G S¿, and C -S¿ ¥= 0 for each / G 7. Now find i": 7 -> A as in Lemma 4.4 such that, further, sn(t) E S¿ for each n > 1. This can easily be done. Now put, for « > 1, F" = {(t, x) E T X X: d(x, sn(t)) < i • í/(í"(í), j0(í)) and (i, x) G 50}.
Then VnEGJt®9>x and for each t G 7, F"' is open, C -F"' =é 0, {F'}nS, is a family discrete in C, and ¿?(Fn', s0(t)) -» 0 as « -» 00.
Define IF" Ç F X 2 by IF"= {(i,a)G7X2:«(i,a)GF"'}.
Then, for « > 1, IF" G 9H® ®2 and IF"' is open and nonempty for each t E T. Apply Lemma 4.5 to obtain U" E 911 ® ®2 such that U' is nonempty and clopen for each t E T, and U E Wn. As the inverse image under a continuous map of a family discrete in the range of the map is discrete in the domain, one easily verifies that the family {U"]n>x obtained above satisfies conditions (i)-(iv). This completes the proof of the lemma.
We are now in a position to prove the first theorem of this section. One can get countably many disjoint condensed Borel sets Cn, n > 1, each dense in 2 such that Un>1 C" = 2 (see [11] ). Each C", being condensed Borel, is a one-one, continuous image of 2 ([11] ). Thus, as is apparent, for each n > 1, there is a one-one Carathéodory map h": 7 X 2««» -> R inducing Gr(F) n h(T X C") = Gr(F"), say, where « is the canonical map induced by «. Let g": T-> R be defined by gn(t) = h(t, «), for « > 1. Then, as each F(t) is dense-in-itself, it is easy to see that gn(t) is a limit point of F(0, and consequently of F"(0, for each t E T.
Observe that to prove the theorem it suffices to prove that there is a one-one Carathéodory map /": TX 2((«>) -» R inducing Fn U Gr(g"), for then we could define/: 7 X 2 -R by f(t,o)=fn(t,o) ifaeS««».
We will now construct the map/,. Notice that without loss of generality we may assume that h": 7 X 2 -» R. We will then define/,: 7X2-*/?. Take «" to be the map « fixed in the beginning of this section, ($ to be the a-field 911 on 7, and g" to be the map s0: 7 -» R. Now Lemma 4.6 applies to yield a family {Um]m>x satisfying the conditions therein.
Define U0 E T X 2 by U¿ = 2 -U ma,,l#. Then t/0 G 6$ ® ®2 and C/0' is clopen and nonempty for each t E T. Also recall Í/', is clopen for each t and m > 1.
By Remark 4.1, for each m s» 0, there is an it! ® "-©^-measurable map pm: 7X22 such thatpm(i, ■) is a homeomorphism on 2 onto U^ for each t. As 2 is a homeomorph of the space A of irrationals in (-1,1) together with {0}, it is enough to define /": TX A ^ R, where A = irrationals in (-1,1) U {0}. Each Am is a homeomorph of 2 and we may therefore look upon the maps p¡ obtained above as defined on any T X A -* 2.
Define/,: 7 X A -» R by cases as follows:
fn(t,a)=hm(t,pm_2(t,a)), ifaEAm, m>2.
fn(t,0) = gn(t).
The map /" has the required properties. The theorem follows immediately in view of the remarks made earlier. Remark 4.2. As any zero-dimensional Pohsh space can be embedded as a Gs in R, Theorem 4.1 implies that the analogous result holds in any zero-dimensional space. However, our method does not go through for a general Polish space. The difficulty lies in our use of Theorem 2.2 and not in the methods developed in this section. We add that R. D. Mauldin We will now improve Corollary 3.1. Plainly, any f satisfying the above induces only B E 911 ® %x with condensed sections.
Proof. As Lemmas 4.1-4.6 hold in this set-up also, arguments identical to the ones used in the proof of Theorem 4.1 show the existence of a map /: 7 X 2 -» X satisfying conditions (i) and (ii). It suffices to verify (iii)(b). By the construction of the map in Theorem 4.1 it follows that it is enough to see that /" r TXA satisfies this condition for each m. By the definition of the map /" it follows that this will be established the moment each pn constructed in the proof satisfies this condition (note that now we have by Corollary 3.1 a map h: T X ("2. \à N) ^> X inducing B and satisfying condition (iii)(b)). But the validity of this property for pn is immediate from Lemma 3.4. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.2.
